We move...a lot. This movement structures our existence. Whether it’s migrating, traveling first class or commuting, our travel experiences are completely heterogeneous. Do we understand how they happen as they do, or why? In this book, Tim Cresswell and Mikaël Lemarchand shed light on these questions by exploring how international transit areas function.
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Summary

INTRODUCTION | MOBILE LIVES FORUM

1. THEORISING MOBILITY | TIM CRESSWELL Mobility is much more than simply getting from point A to point B. For me, the line linking these two points itself has meaning. This is the heart of my mobility theory.

2. THE PRODUCTION OF MOBILITY AT SCHIPHOL | TIM CRESSWELL In mobility, some people are more equal than others. Hence, the mobility of some depends on the
mobility (or immobility) of others. International airports are the embodiment of this paradox.

3. THE GARE DU NORD MODEL | MIKAËL LEMARCHAND Gare du Nord produces different types of mobility, above and beyond that of the travelers who use it. For instance, Eurostar operations combine mass international mobility with subtle distinctions between travelers.

4. CROSSED PERSPECTIVES | TIM CRESSWELL & MIKAËL LEMARCHAND Transit areas: democratic ideals vs. economic constraints, individualized service vs. mass transit, and security issues vs. humanitarian issues.

POSTFACE | MATHIAS EMMERICH Behind the technical and technocratic nature of modal and infrastructural choices lie ideological choices, struggles for space and – though rarely emphasized openly – the movement of wealth and value added.
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Mobility
For the Mobile Lives Forum, mobility is understood as the process of how individuals travel across distances in order to deploy through time and space the activities that make up their lifestyles. These travel practices are embedded in socio-technical systems, produced by transport and communication industries and techniques, and by normative discourses on these practices, with considerable social, environmental and spatial impacts.

Movement
Movement is the crossing of space by people, objects, capital, ideas and other information. It is either oriented, and therefore occurs between an origin and one or more destinations, or it is more akin to the idea of simply wandering, with no real origin or destination.

Keywords: Comparative studies, Border, Identity, inégalité, politique
Disciplines: Humanities, Social sciences, Urban studies
Transport mode(s): Airplane, Train
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